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I. Licensing systems

I. Licensing systems - Zoos Directive Articles
Article 4
”Member States shall adopt measures for licensing and inspection of existing and new zoos in order
to ensure that the requirements of Article 3 are met.
Every zoo shall have a licence or, in the case of new zoos, before they are open to the public.”

Article 7
“Member States shall designate competent authorities for the purposes of this Directive.”

Article 8
“Member States shall determine the penalties applicable to breaches of the national provisions
adopted pursuant to this Directive. The penalties shall be effective, proportionate and dissuasive.”

I. Licensing systems - Example of licensing process

Application

Initial
inspection

• Documentation on how the applicant is meeting the legal requirements is submitted to the authorities;
• Application is examined, within a set timeframe.

• Inspection of the facilities (where the application concerns an existing zoo);
• Inspection Report assessing compliance and identifying necessary and desirable improvements.

• License is granted upon compliance with the legal requirements.
Licenses

Regular
inspections

• Zoos are regularly subjected to inspections in order to ensure maintained compliance.

I. Licensing systems - Diversity of competent authorities
Licensing systems widely vary across the EU, in both their overall organisation
(competent authorities) and requirements imposed on zoos. Different scenarios
for competent authorities:
1. Level

National

Or Regional

Or Local

2. Focus

Environment and biodiversity

Or Food security and
agriculture

Or Other

3. Implementation Birds and Habitats Directive,
of other legislations Regulation 1143/2014 on invasive
alien species, Regulation (EC) No
338/97 on the protection of
species of wild fauna and flora by
regulating trade therein

Or Farm animals,
Or Other
companion animals
transport, slaughter, food
safety, animal health,
epidemics control,
Animals used for scientific
purposes

4. Supporting
services

Or External experts

Veterinary services

Or None

I. Licensing systems - progress achieved
 Initial issues and delays in the setting up of the national licensing (and inspection)
systems;
 In the 14 Member States considered under the evaluation, a significant part of
the existing zoos licensed only after the four-year transitional period established
by the Zoos Directive;
 In some cases, no license issued within the four-year period;
 Member State competent authorities have gradually improved their systems and,
between 2010 and 2015, the share of licensed zoos has increased.

Source: European Commission, Commission Staff Working Document – Evaluation of Council Directive
1999/22/EC of 29 March 1999 relating to the keeping of wild animals in zoos (Zoos Directive).

I. Licensing systems – interest for improvement
Topics rated as 'very important'
0
Zoo categories/grey zones
Exemption clause
Research in zoos
Training of relevant conservation skills given by zoos
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Enrichment of enclosures
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Maintaining a high standard of animal husbandry with developed programmes of preventive and curative…

Sanctioning of non-compliant zoos
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Keeping animals under conditions which aim to satisfy their biological and conservation needs

Keeping of up-to-date records of zoos’ collections
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Zoos’ contribution to saving globally threatened species

Preventing the escape of animals
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Zoos’ conservation strategy and collection planning

Zoos’ contribution to conservation of EU protected species
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Captive breeding, repopulation or reintroduction of species into the wild

Integration of ex situ and in situ conservation
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Others

Results of the survey prior to the meeting, rating the most important discussion topics. ‘Zoos’ groups zoos associations, zoos operators and zoos professional
organisations. ‘Others’ groups NGOs, academics, zoo professional organisations, individual experts.

I. Licensing systems - main issues encountered
 Lack of coordination among authorities;
 Lack of harmonised criteria for licensing and inspections;
 Absence of centralised databases on zoos and existing licenses, including
exemptions;
 Limited expertise of the competent authorities regarding wild/exotic species as
well as in relation to conservation;
 Problems to bring non-compliant zoos up to standard or to close them.

II. Points for discussion and
improvements

II. Elements of effective licensing systems

Coordination
among
authorities

Expertise in
wildlife/exotic
species and
conservation

Centralised
databases on
zoos

Harmonised
criteria for
licensing and
inspections

II. Possible improvements - Coordination

Coordination
between
authorities

Expertise in
wildlife/exotic
species and
conservation

Centralised
databases on
zoos

Harmonised
criteria for
licensing and
inspections

 Better overview of good practices and
recommendations
 Better sharing of experience among Member States
about different types of coordination
 Expert groups at national level on the inspection and
licencing of zoos with defined missions

II. Possible improvements – Expertise

Coordination
between
authorities

Expertise in
wildlife/exotic
species and
conservation

Centralised
databases on
zoos

Harmonised
criteria for
licensing and
inspections






Regular workshops and trainings
Use of advisory bodies/external experts
Contribute to peer-to-peer document exchanges
Gather tools on conservation, research, education,
etc.
 National guidance for inspectorates to support zoos
towards compliance
 Sharing good practices on licensing

II. Possible improvements – Harmonisation of
criteria
Coordination
between
authorities

Expertise in
wildlife/exotic
species and
conservation

Centralised
databases on
zoos

Harmonised
criteria for
licensing and
inspections

 Criteria for granting licenses reflected in inspection
guidelines, inspection protocols
 Inventory of good practices
 Post-inspection monitoring
 Processes and criteria for sanctioning and closing zoos

II. Possible improvements - Centralised databases

Coordination
between
authorities

Expertise in
wildlife/exotic
species and
conservation

Centralised
databases on
zoos

Harmonised
criteria for
licensing and
inspections

 Exchange experience among Member States
about centralized databases:
o Information contained
o Format and modalities of the database
o Use for coordination among authorities
o Use for dealing with closures and
relocations of animals.

III. Discussion

III. Discussion

 Which remaining issues still need to be addressed?
 Which already existing documents, information, processes and good practices
could be used to tackle these issues?
 Which actions are already in place that you would consider good practices?
 Which possible follow-up actions could be implemented jointly by interested
meeting participants?
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